
Education days – Session notes 

The weekend is designed to meet the needs of all entrants from non-
competing performance Bands to competing grade four and above.  As we 
are dealing with the fundamental principles of music and their application on 
each rung of the grading ladder there will be something for everyone in this 
weekend.  Sessions will be divided up into groups and managed according to 
the members’ ability. 

Session 1: What are our objectives 

This session looks at what we do as musicians and as individuals performing 
together in an ensemble.   

When we consider the structure of our music we recognise several facts 
about our instrument. 

• In the case of a snare drum it is a legato instrument of definite pitch  
• In the case of a tenors and bass then can be defined as instruments of 

indefinite pitch  
• It is tuned (in some instances i.e. tenors/bass) to different notes on the 

chanter scale 
• The pitch presented by the instrument is affected by changes in 

atmosphere and tension or “ torque”. 
• It is a dynamic instrument; with the ability to produce a dynamic range 

of sound when struck (or beaten) with different levels of force. 
• It has to be maintained in good order to get the best from the 

instrument. 

To perform our traditional music we need to interpret it in relation to the theory 
of music.  This requires: 

• An understanding of note values relative to the semi breve. 

• Basic knowledge of time signatures. 

• To be aware of the accents each time signature produces. 

• To understand the rhythm definitions which result from properly 
producing the time signature structure. 

• Being acquaint with the technical embellishments (or rudiments) which 
allow Drummers to syncopate accents within the time signature. 



• To be able to recognise the different style of music (i.e. reels/jigs etc.) 
contained within our tradition. 

This seems quite a lot to absorb; but in fact it happens almost automatically 
with most musicians. We just need to revisit and review how we perform these 
things on a constant basis. 

Session 2 Looking at the basics 

Our first theory session, examining the function of the bagpipe and the drum. 
Beginning to review our knowledge of musical structure. 

Session 3 Practical instrument maintenance 

The opportunity to revisit your own instrument, checking its ability to be the 
best you can make it. 

Session 4 Rhythm, Melody and Harmony. 

The foundation of any musical performance sits with these three topics.  We 
look at how these three elements build the music. 

Band Practice (Basic Band Craft) 

Doing what it says on the tin!  Looking at how to get the best out of your time 
rehearsing together. 

Written Music 
Breakdowns of the components of music, looking at the grammar of 
manuscript and taking steps to understand and better interpret it. 

“What is Ensemble” 
Beginning at a simple level we examine what makes our pipe bands into true 
‘Ensemble’ Units.


